
FIBI
Simplify with FiBi



reminders, tasks, time and news.

   The assistance of artificial intelligence makes this

overwhelmed of learning something new.

It simplifies the life of a 

FiBi alerts the user about the weather,  

chat-based interfaced app, not only interesting,          
but is also familiar so certain users don’t get  

the everyday task .  
FiBi is a digital assistance app to help with 

busy schedule and acts like the personal assistant. 



Audience?

The main target audience for Fibi will be students, 
 parents, entrepreneurs, professionals, and those
with hectic schedules that need a little reminder

We live very busy lifestyles these days, so to
remember when rent is due, the phone bill,
perhaps a term paper or final exam deadline, or

 an important meeting, can be stressful at times.
These are all simple, normal tasks that may slip

throughout the day. 

our minds at times.



Features

ClockCalendar NewsWeatherChecklist



Competitors

Quartz Luka Glip Pana



With the help of AI, it will eventually learn the  

things done efficiently.

The main goal of FiBi is to simplify the users life.  

The problem with the competitors is that they offer  
one type of assistance for a certain task. 

from hopping from one app to the next trying to get  
FiBi tries to combine all the wasteful time spent  

user’s routine and preferences to offer faster options.  











Survey Questions
1. Do you sometimes need help keeping track of your busy schedule/tasks?

2. How interested are you in being notified of reminders throughout your day?

3.Do you currently use any of the following?

4.How often do you check the weather each day?

5. How interested are you in setting a specific time to receive the weather?

6. How often do you use an alarm to wake up on time?

7.Which of the following do you normally use the alarm function from?

8. How often do you access the news?

9.How do you access the news on a regular basis?

10.Would it be helpful to have a calendar app that included a to-do list and
upcoming weather to plan accordingly?



According to the research:

More than 50% of the users “Strongly Agreed" 

Would it be helpful to have a calendar app that included
a to-do list and upcoming weather to plan accordingly?



Individual Interview

According to the one-on-one interview with
Jen Roberts, who is a wife, full-time employee and 

mother of three, claims that “it can be quite overwhelming
keeping track of the kids activities, meetings for work and

everyday routine tasks."

Jen uses Google calendar, checks the weather on a separate app, 
catches up on the news using websites and other apps, along with 

setting morning alarms on her phone app. She says she will be trilled
to use an app like FiBi.
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FIBI

Let technology organize your busy lifestyle 


